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Fair warning: even this short review is not for the squeamish. If you ignore me on that, don't 

even think about watching the video.  

"How's that kidney transplant coming over there?" I asked across the room. My friend didn't look 

up from what he was doing (rightly so) and continued gesturing intently. "I've cleared out the 

way" he said, "but his heart is racing and he's losing too much blood." I recognized the problem 

from earlier. "Blue button by his head." I replied, "That will increase the anesthesia and bring his 

heart rate back to safe levels. The green syringe on your right will slow the blood loss long 

enough for you to do what you need to." I felt a little rush having said something so positively 

medical-sounding. Then I remembered that if I'd ever found my way into a room even containing 

a scalpel, they'd be right to send me to prison. But we were playing Surgeon Simulator on a 

couple of iPads, and we were having a blast.  

If you follow PC gaming at all you've probably seen videos at some point in the last year involving 

this first-person surgery simulator which features ridiculously difficult controls, countless sharp 

objects, and a patient that's completely at your uneducated mercy. It attracted players in hordes 

with its sheer novelty and drove most of them away just as quickly with its humorously insane 

difficulty. Since the iPad release in March, however, much of that has changed.  

The revamped controls in the iPad version really open up a whole new world of gameplay. 

Where the PC edition required you to control each finger of your hand with a different button, 

then move the instrument with carefully coordinated mouse actions, the tablet edition requires 

to you hold the instrument with one finger (tap it once first if it needs to be powered on), tap on 

the point you intend to cut, saw, drill, etc., then carefully drag the instrument there. Keep in 

mind that the results can still be fairly unexpected (you'll still accidentally mangle an occasional 

organ or lodge scissors under a ribcage here and there) but this app finally gave me enough 

control to start to worry about strategy and correct procedure for the first time. I was 

completing semi-successful operations before I knew it. 

Here's me replacing a heart!  

<Video here> 

The new "eyes" and "teeth" operations in this version require a special kind of strong stomach. I 

successfully replaced both of a patient's eyes and very nearly threw up a few times as I loudly 

complained to my friend who laughed knowingly. The new corridor mode was a great addition 

and adds intense movement and control issues for players who generally weren’t in full control 

to begin with. There will be absolute chaos. 

Finally, Surgeon Simulator's competitive multiplayer mode finally convinced me I'd made a great 

purchase. My friend and I got set up through Game Center (which is as slow and difficult with 



this game as it is with most others) and competed at a series of operations for results, 

cleanliness, and speed. After each one we were taken to a scoreboard to see who the top 

surgeon was. During the operation, you're also treated to some play-by-play on how the other 

surgeon is doing. We kept this up for quite a while. 

  

At $5.99, Surgeon Simulator for iOS is downright pricey. As a player of the PC version, however, I 

felt that I owed myself this chance to succeed at a couple of procedures and better enjoy the 

game. This also puts the mobile edition somewhere below half the price of the full PC game. 

If you like the idea of this sim and have the bucks on hand, I'm giving it a "Buy."  


